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1. Summary of submission 
 

1.1. A stand-alone piece of legislation, completely re-drafted, written in plain (stark) 
English, which clearly articulates six core consumer rights (reflecting Commissioner 
Hayne͛s six norms of behaviour, or the six pillars of the UK Treating Customers Fairly 
regime), with special regard paid to both the organisation of chapters in the 
legislation, and the placement of the six core rights. Fifty to 100 pages in length, that 
in addition reduces the risk of regulatory capture, by shutting the ͚revolving door͛. 

2. Principal sources informing this submission 
 

2.1. The first author of this submission draws upon his involvement in applying and 
operationalising the recommendations made in this submission. These include: 

2.1.1. Membership of the Independent Committee of Experts convened by the South 
African National Treasury from late 2017 onwards, for the drafting of the Conduct 
of Financial Institutions Bill (CoFI). This bill will enact into South African law the 
six Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) principles developed by the UK Financial 
Services Authority (FSA), and deployed in the UK from 2005. 

2.1.2. Leadership in the design of the world͛s first customer-outcomes indicator 
framework for CGAP (a division of the World Bank), currently in beta testing in 
the South African financial industry, for intended deployment in other 
jurisdictions,1 covering + 1.5 billion consumers. This work included extensive 
consultations with the South African conduct regulator, the Financial Sector 
Conduct Authority (FSCA), with a particular focus on assessing compliance with 
CoFI, and enforcement. 

2.1.3. Ongoing advice to members of the House of Commons and House of Lords as 
a member of the Secretariat of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Personal 
Banking and Fairer Financial Services, House of Commons House of Lords. 

2.1.4. Membership of the European Banking Institute (EBI) research work-stream on 
EU financial supervisory architecture. 

2.1.5. Ongoing advice to the New Zealand Financial Markets Authority (FMA), from 
2021 onwards. 

2.1.6. Advice to members of Parliament in Australia and South Korea on financial 
system regulation and mitigating regulatory capture. 

 
1 Jurisdictions envisaged include India, Brazil, The Philippines, Peru and others. 
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2.1.7. Consulting advice to the financial industry in South Africa on compliance with 
CoFI, including four of South Africa͛s big five banks, South Africa͛s largest fund 
manager, and two of South Africa͛s largest insurers. 

2.1.8. Advice to industry associations in South Africa (Banking Association, South 
Africa) and South Korea (Insurance Association of Korea) on fair conduct towards 
consumers. 

2.1.9. Founding membership of, and board involvement in, the International 
Academy of Financial Consumers (IAFICO), headquartered in South Korea. 

2.1.10. Various peer-reviewed publications, in national and international journals, on 
financial system regulation, regulatory theory, market conduct and consumer 
protection (cited in, inter alia, reports issued by the Central Banks of Portugal 
and China). 

2.1.11. PhD in law from the Melbourne Law School on financial regulatory 
enforcement.  

2.2. The second author draws upon her experience as a linguist with 20 years of research 
and teaching experience in language and meaning. 

2.2.1. She is lead author on a number of books about academic literacy and other 
aspects of language.  

2.2.2. She is the Vice Chair of the International Systemic Functional Linguistics 
Association and Vice President of the Australian Systemic Functional Linguistics 
Association.  

2.2.3. She appears regularly on ABC radio, discussing languages and linguistics.  

2.2.4. She has held research contracts with the federal government since 2012, using 
linguistic tools of analysis to analyse relevant language data. 

3. Objective of this submission 
 

3.1. To support, first and foremost, consumers. It is their rights and privileges which the 
legislation ought to provide for, because it is consumers who are most affected by 
industry misconduct and, it is respectfully submitted, are the ones who have to date 
been most poorly served by the current regime. 

3.1.1. To that end the focus of this submission is to enable consumers to find where 
the relevant provisions are in the legislation, and once located, what those 
provisions mean. 
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4. Stand-alone 
 

4.1. It is respectfully submitted that supporting financial consumers ʹ in particular retail 
consumers ʹ to be able to more easily locate and understand their rights, than is 
currently the case under Ch 7 of the Corporations Act, would be desirable. 

4.2. The current regime, located in Ch 7 of the Corporations Act, runs to 476 pages which, 
in turn is subsumed in some 1700 pages of legislation.  

The length of the Corporations Act« has increased by 178% 
since 1981. In preparing Background Papers for its hearings, this 
Commission found that an introductory overview of the law 
governing consumer credit in Australia required 86 pages of 
explanation; financial advice and sale of financial products 
required 114; and small business lending law that did not overlap 
with that governing consumer lending, required 41 pages to 
explain.2 

« WKH QXPEHU RI ZRUGV LQ the Act has almost increased by 50 per 
cent from 2001 to 2015 (from 483,902 in 2001 to 715,754 in the 
most recent 2015 printed version) «3 

« &KDSWHU � RI WKH &RUSRUDWLRQV $FW� )LQDQFLDO 6HUYLFHV DQG
Markets is the longest Chapter of 380 pages and the regulations 
that provide more detail of the law for that chapter are an 
additional 304 pages.4  

4.3. This, it is respectfully submitted, is antagonistic to the principles of access to justice 
which, in turn, undermines the rule of law. 

As a recent article by Crawford argues, there is ³cause for 
concern´ that the length and complexity of Commonwealth 
legislation, in particular, is contrary to rule of law values.5 

 
2 Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, (1 February 
2019) Final Report, Financial Services Royal Commission (Canberra, ACT: Financial Services Royal Commission), 
at 421. (Hereafter ͚FSRC Final Report͛). 
3 Commonwealth Government of Australia in its Treasury, (December 2015), ͚Fit for the future. A capability 
review of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission. A Report to Government͛, at 132, available at 
<https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-03/ASIC-Capability-Review-Final-Report.pdf>. 
4 Chia, H X and Ramsay, I., (2015) ͚Section 1322 as a Response to the Complexity of the Corporations Act 2001 
(Cth)͛, Company and Securities Law Journal, Thomson Reuters, vol. 33, no. 6, page 391. 
5 Isdale, William and Christopher Ash, (12 May, 2021) ͚Legislative morass and the rule of law: a warning, and 
some possible solutions͛, Australian Public Law blog, (citing Crawford, Lisa B, (2020) ͚The rule of law in the age 
of statutes,͛ Federal Law Review 48, no. 2, 159 at 175), available at 
<https://www.auspublaw.org/blog/2021/05/legislative-morass-and-the-rule-of-law-a-warning-and-some-
possible-
solutions?rq=Legislative%20morass%20and%20the%20rule%20of%20law%3A%20a%20warning%2C%20and%2
0some%20possible>. 
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and further:6 

Lord Bingham¶s book reflects the importance of the condition of 
society in various respects to understand the condition of the 
fabric of the Rule of Law, such as the need for the law to be 
accessible in its coherence and writing« 

4.3.1. Isdale and Ash identify two deficiencies in the current regime, namely 
complexity and accessibility.7 Echoing the first concern (on the subject of 
financial regulation) is the view of Calomiris:8 

increasingly complex and uncoordinated regulatory system has 
created an uneven regulatory playing field that is accelerating 
consolidation for the wrong reasons. 

4.3.2. The complexity of the current regime is widely acknowledged. Explanations 
often reference the inherent technicality of the subject matter.9 We respectfully 
query whether this is correct: is the complexity and length10 of the legislation 
indicative of the difficulty in addressing the subject matter? Or is it indicative of 
a failure to embrace clarity, accessibility and intelligibility (through, for example, 
a focus on principles and outcomes) in the drafting process?  

The trouble lies with our method of drafting. The principal object 
of the draftsman is to achieve certainty ± a laudable object in 
itself. But in pursuit of it, he loses sight of the equally important 
object ± clarity. The draftsman ± or draftswoman ± has conceived 
certainty: but has brought forth obscurity; sometimes even 
absurdity.11 

And is that, in turn, indicative of the ease with which drafters default to simply 
drafting ever more prescriptive provisions,12 in order to remedy the flaws of so 
many other, previous attempts?  

 
6 Ibid., citing Allsop CJ, (1 November 2018) ͚The Rule of Law is not a Law of Rules͛, Federal Court of Australia 
Annual Quayside Oration, Perth, available at <https://www.fedcourt.gov.au/digital-law-library/judges-
speeches/chief-justice-allsop/allsop-cj-20181101-2>. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Calomiris, Charles W., (2018) ͚Restoring the rule of law in financial regulation,͛ Cato Journal 38, 701 at 701 
(citing Lux, M., and Greene, R., (2015) ͚The State and Fate of Community Banking,͛ Harvard Kennedy School of 
Government (February). Available at <www.hks.harvard.edu/centers/mrcbg/publications /awp/awp37)>. 
9 See for example the remarks of Justice Ashley Black, (June 2016) ͚Unfinished business in corporations law 
reform,͛ BLS Corporations Workshop, at 2. 
10 See also: Government of the Commonwealth of Australia in its Australian Law Reform Commission, (October 
2021), ͚Legislative Framework for Corporations and Financial Services Regulation. Complexity and Legislative 
Design͛, Background Paper FSL2, at § 73. 
11 Denning, Alfred Thompson (1979), The discipline of law, London; Boston: Butterworths, at 9, cited in Isdale 
and Ash, ibid. 
12 See: Background Paper FSL2, ibid., at § 48 (b): ͞An aversion to principles-based legislation;͟ 
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Legislative schemes have commenced with principles at the fore 
only to have the full suite of prescriptions such as those described 
here grafted on over time.13 

[w]hy is Australia so particularly plagued with the problem of 
unnecessarily long and complex legislation? « because of the 
use of prescriptive, rather than principled drafting techniques.14 

[a] philosophy which infuses much of our current legislation, «
appears to require an insistence on detail, an insistence which is 
carried to the point of complexity.15 

[resist] the beguiling temptation to tie down all conceivable 
matters « produces needlessly complex provisions and will in 
any event inevitably fail because tying everything down is an 
impossible goal« >WKH VROXWLRQ WR ZKLFK LV@ a shift « towards more 
principled drafting«16 

4.3.3. Put differently, doubtless there is an argument to be made that technicality 
begets complexity. But does complexity beget certainty? In the case of Ch 7 of 
the Corporations Act the answer appears to be a resounding ͚no͛. 

4.3.4. Isdale and Ash put forth the argument that there must be a balance struck 
between principles and prescription, and further, that in our current regime the 
purpose ʹ what Allsop terms the ͞human character of the narrative͟17 ʹ and its 
moral purpose is lost.  

A judge must construe a provision in an Act having regard to the 
Act as a whole.18 

This balance finds itself both in the theory and the practice of principles-based 
legislation. In theory, principles-based legislation ought to confine itself to broad 
brushstrokes. It is in the regulations that, where necessary, details are provided. 
But the operative phrase here is ͚where necessary͛. It is here that a useful 
comparison emerges between ASIC and its South African equivalent, the FSCA. 
In the extensive interactions the first author has had with the FSCA over the past 
five years he has been impressed by their willingness to resist the constant 
demands made upon them by the financial services industry for ever greater 

 
13 FSRC Final Report, op cit., at 495. 
14 Address by The Hon T F Bathurst AC, Chief Justice of New South Wales, (31 July 2015) ͚50 Years of Commercial 
Law,͛ Commercial Law Association of Australia, Opening Address, § 18, cited in Isdale and Ash, op cit. 
15 Mason, Sir Anthony, (1992) ͚Corporate Law: The Challenge of Complexity͛, Australian Journal of Corporate 
Law, 2(1), 1, at 2, cited in Isdale and Ash, op cit. 
16 Burrows, Andrew, (2018) Thinking about statutes: interpretation, interaction, improvement. Cambridge 
University Press, at 94, cited in Isdale and Ash, op cit. 
17 Allsop, op cit., cited in Isdale and Ash, op cit. 
18 Justice Steven Rares, (24 May, 2014) ͚Competition, Fairness and the Courts,͛ Federal Court of Australia. A 
paper presented to the Competition Law Conference, at § 15, available at <https://www.fedcourt.gov.au/digital-
law-library/judges-speeches/justice-rares/rares-j-20140524>. 
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degrees of prescription, detail and granularity in the regulations which they 
publish, and that inform the principles expressed in the Financial Sector 
Regulation Act,19 and the regulations published in support of the forthcoming 
Conduct of Financial Institutions Act.20 (For a useful example, see s 6, The Draft 
Conduct Standards for Banks,21 Appendix B). In my anecdotal experience, the 
South African regulator is well-practiced in resisting industry pressure for ever 
more granularity in the regulatory guides and standards which they write. It has 
been explained to me by senior office-bearers at the FSCA, and on many 
occasions, that when they encounter demands from members of the regulated 
population that the regulator provide more, prescriptive details in standards and 
regulatory guides, they do not simply comply. They evaluate whether regulatees 
can, in their view, operate under current legislation and regulations, or whether 
the legislation and regulation is not adequate to address a particular issue.  

4.3.5. One example they cite where they did accede to industry demands for more 
detail, and where they were of the view that existing legislation and regulation 
did not provide sufficient direction to a question that could not easily be 
answered by reference to principles of good conduct, was in respect of the 
manner in which interest rates should be advertised. 

4.3.6. That said, the regulations issued by the FSCA provide more detail, but not 
excessive detail. Instead, subordinate legislation is drafted so as to support the 
overall project: a principles-based, outcomes-determined regime, with its 
foundation in norms of behaviour. Put differently, regulations add granularity 
only where strictly necessary. They are not permitted to become prescription by 
the back door.  

5. It provides a model for the development of standards 

« ,W RIIHUV SUDFWLFDO WHFKQLTXHV WR DSSO\« EXW LW VWUHVVHV D IOH[LEOH
process rather than fixed, immutable rules. At its heart is the 
sovereignty of the audience in each context to determine the right 
content, the best structure, an appropriate style, effective design 
and the right channel for communication. It is a sound intellectual 
model that should inform any standards we might develop.22 

 
19 Financial Sector Regulation Act, No. 9, 2017. 
20 Version: Draft, September 2020, available at 
<https://www.fsca.co.za/Regulatory%20Frameworks/Documents%20for%20Consultation/Conduct%20of%20Fi
nancial%20Institutions%20Bill%202018.zip>. 
21 Draft Conduct Standard 3 of 2020 (Banks), issued in terms of the Financial Sector Regulation Act, 2017, 
Conduct Standard for Banks, available at 
<https://www.fsca.co.za/Notices/FSCA%20Conduct%20Standard%203%20of%202020%20(BANKS)-Banks.zip>. 
22 James, Neil, (2008) ͚Defining the profession: Placing plain language in the field of communication,͛ in Third 
International Clarity Conference, 20-23, at 7. 
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4.3.7. An example of which is s 6 of the Banking Standard23 issued by the FSCA, which 
deals with advertising. Section 6 is provided below: 

6. Advertising 

(1) A bank must ensure that its financial products and financial 
services are advertised to financial customers in a way that is 
clear, fair and not misleading. 

(2) If a bank relies on another person to advertise a financial 
product or financial service on its behalf, the bank remains 
responsible for ± 

(a) the manner in which its financial product or financial 
service is advertised; and 

(b) ensuring that the advertisement complies with this 
Conduct Standard. 

(3) Advertising by a bank must - 

(a) be factually correct; 

(b) not contain any statement, promise or forecast which is 
fraudulent, untrue or misleading; and 

(c) In the case of advertising targeting retail financial 
customers, use plain language. 

(4) Where an advertisement includes a reference to interest 
payable by the bank to a financial customer, in respect of a 
financial product, the advertisement must comply with the 
disclosure requirement in section 7(4).24 

(5) A bank may not offer or provide any financial product or 
financial service to a retail financial customer or potential retail 
financial customer on the basis that any transaction will be 
entered into automatically unless the financial customer explicitly 
declines the offer. 

(6) Where a bank uses a telephone or mobile phone call, voice or 
text message or other electronic communication for any 
advertisement targeted at a retail financial customer or potential 
retail financial customer, it must inform the retail financial 

 
23 Op cit. 
24 S 7(4) of the Banking Standard states: ͞Disclosure: Where a financial product provides for the payment of 
interest by the bank to the financial customer, a bank must, in addition to and with equal prominence to any 
other disclosure regarding the interest rate concerned, appropriately describe the rate of interest concerned 
and also disclose to a financial customer the effective annual interest rate of the financial product.͟ 
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customer during that call or within a reasonable time after 
receiving the message, that the retail financial customer may 
demand that the bank not make use of any of these mediums to 
provide any further advertising to the retail financial customer. 

(7) A bank or any person acting on its behalf must comply with a 
demand made by a retail financial customer in terms of 
subsection (6). 

(8) A bank or any person acting on its behalf may not charge a 
retail financial customer a fee or allow a service provider to charge 
a retail financial customer any fee for making a demand in terms 
of subsection (6). 

(9) A bank must have in place processes and procedures for the 
approval of advertisements and advertising methods by a person 
of appropriate seniority and expertise within the bank, which must 
form part of the governance arrangements required in section 3 
above. 

(10) Where a bank becomes aware that any advertising that 
relates to its business, financial products or financial services, 
whether published by the bank or any other person, is 
inconsistent with this Conduct Standard, the bank must - 

(a) as soon as reasonably practicable correct or withdraw 
the advertising; 

or 

(b) take reasonable steps to ensure that it is corrected or 
withdrawn; and 

(c) notify any persons who it knows have relied on the 
advertising. 

(11) A bank must keep adequate records of all advertisements for 
a period of at least five years after publication. 

(12) Subsections (1) to (11) apply equally to the advertising of 
any service or benefit provided or made available by a bank 
together with or in connection with any financial product or 
financial service, including a loyalty benefit.  

4.3.8. Put differently, in a regime that imposes a positive duty upon regulatees, like 
that in South Africa, it becomes unnecessary to provide entities with minute, 
extremely granular detail in regulatory guides and standards, in order that 
regulatees may have certainty as to what actions may or may not constitute a 
breach. Instead, and when the legislation places them under a positive duty, 
entities will be directed to do their best, as opposed to do the minimum. Under 
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such a regime regulatees will seek to enliven the spirit of the law, by 
documenting the steps they have taken throughout the creation of a product or 
service life-cycle (longer and more extensive than the ͚customer-journey͛ 
approach) to put the interests of the customer first, at every juncture. 

4.3.9. Using the example above of advertising, the questions that regulated entities 
will ask is not ͚are we allowed to do this?͛. Instead, they will ask ͚should we do 
this?͛ Put in context: ͚is this the appropriate way to advertise our products? Does 
it put the customer͛s interests and welfare first? Could what we intend to do be 
done in a way that better serves our customers and their interests?͛ Concomitant 
with that approach will be an understanding that should the regulator observe a 
poor outcome, or the risk of a poor outcome, it may call upon the regulatee to 
justify its actions. At that stage it will be necessary to show how these questions 
were documented, what alternatives were evaluated, how solutions were 
arrived at, and then demonstrate how those solutions were the product of 
credible assessments and credible evaluations of the risks posed to consumers. 

4.3.10. Under the current, prescriptive regime, regulated entities are encouraged to 
press ASIC for answers to the question ͚what are we not permitted to do?͛ When 
those answers are provided there will be further pressure on the regulator to 
clarify ambiguity. Those clarifications will always give rise to further ambiguities 
in the face of circumstances not envisioned. That in turn will give rise to further 
requests for clarification, by way of ever more details in the regulatory guides 
and standards, and so forth. This process is potentially never-ending, resulting in 
an overwhelming degree of prescription, which then in turn gives rise to 
complaints about excessively detailed regulations. A case of damned if you don͛t, 
damned when you do. 

4.3.11. To that end, and in my discussions with one of the Commissioners of ASIC,25 
the view was expressed that ͞regulated entities complain when our regulations 
are not detailed enough, so we add more detail. Then they complain that the 
regulatory guides are too long͟.  

4.3.12. This culture within ASIC of attempting to satisfy regulated entities was 
identified in the FSRC Final Report as both existing and as deficient: 

Financial services entities are not ASIC¶s µclients¶. ASIC does not 
perform its functions as a service to those entities.26 

4.3.13. The South African Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill serves to refute these 
practices. It deals with complex issues of financial products and services set 

 
25 Confidential discussion with [name redacted], August 2020, by telephone. 
26 FSRC Final Report, op cit., at 424. 
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against the need to protect consumers. But it does so in a manner which is 
intelligible and easily accessible. 

4.3.14. However, for a principles-based, outcomes-determined regime to function 
successfully, not only will it be necessary to express what the principles are that 
must be adhered to, and which outcomes must be avoided, in the legislation. It 
will also be necessary for ASIC to change the tenor ʹ  that is to say the prescriptive 
nature ʹ of its regulations. ASIC will also need to adopt an approach to regulated 
entities that does not seek to accommodate their every whim; especially because 
seeking ever more detail form the regulator inevitably becomes a compulsion: it 
enables the regulatee to divest itself of conduct risk. Instead, regulated entities 
must be appraised by ASIC of what is expected of them in terms of their 
obligations to enliven principles of good conduct (through consultations ʹ as the 
South African regulator has done), and then thereafter regulatees must learn to 
cope on their own. 

« more words « more scope for dispute about meaning« 
inconsistency and obscurity« greater the risk of uncertainty and 
error.27 

4.3.15. On accessibility, Isdale and Ash argue, especially in respect of consumer 
protection legislation, for the need for such legislation to be accessible to those 
to whom the legislation ͚speaks͛ ʹ that is to say, the individuals whose 
protections are enlivened by the legislation, and whose obligations the 
legislation sets forth: 

At the very least, those required to comply with and/or administer 
particular laws must be capable of ascertaining and 
comprehending them.28 

in arriving at this view the authors keep auspicious company: 

³[t]he desideratum of clarity represents one of the most essential 
ingredients of legality´, since it is ³obvious that obscure and 
incoherent legislation can make legality unattainable by anyone´29 

³[i]f social control [through law] is to function, the rules must satisfy 
certain conditions: they must be intelligible and within the capacity 
of most to obey´30 

4.4. In addition to Ch 7 of the Corporations Act, financial consumers͛ rights are spread out 
between the ASIC Act and the National Consumer Credit Protection Act. This 

 
27 Goode, Roy, (1988) ͚The codification of commercial law,͛ Monash University Law Review, 14, 135, at 156. 
28 Ibid. 
29 Fuller, Lon L., (1964) The morality of law, cited in Isdale and Ash, op cit. 
30 Hart, Herbert Lionel Adolphus, Joseph Raz and Leslie Green, (2012) The Concept of Law, Oxford University 
Press, at 207. Cited in Isdale and Ash, op cit. 
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exacerbates the challenges consumers face in finding relevant provisions and, by 
implication, to knowing and understanding their rights and obligations. 

4.5. A stand-alone piece of legislation would be more manageable for consumers to use 
and, by implication, to access and understand their rights. This would reflect recent 
international developments, such as the Act on The Protection of Financial Consumers 
(South Korea) (which took effect on 30 December, 2021),31 the Financial Markets 
(Conduct of Institutions) Amendment Bill, (New Zealand), the Conduct of Financial 
Institutions Bill (CoFI) (South Africa), The Financial Consumer Protection Act 2010 
(United States),32 The Financial Products and Services Consumer Protection Act 
(Philippines),33 the Financial Consumer Protection Act (Republic of China on Taiwan)34 
and by way of regulatory enactment, in the People͛s Republic of China.35 

5. Plain (stark) English 
 

5.1. The current regime is drafted in a manner which is dense and, it is respectfully 
submitted, and save for a small number of instances, is largely impenetrable and 
unnavigable to anyone other than a person with legal training. Indeed, even legally 
trained individuals may be not capable of untying this Gordian Knot. 

« this legislative morass seems to be the same, it is difficult to 
discern why the public, their lawyers (if they can afford them) and 
the Courts must waste their time turning up and construing which 
of these statutes [ASIC Act or Corporations Act] applies to the 
particular circumstance« Why is there a difference? Why does a 
court have to waste its time wading through this legislative 

 
31 Act No. 17799, Revised by other Acts, December 29, 2020, available at: 
<https://elaw.klri.re.kr/kor service/lawView.do?hseq=54646&lang=ENG>. 
32 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. 12 USC 5301, Public Law 111ʹ203ͶJuly 21, 
2010. 
33 An Act Affording More Protection to Consumers of Financial Products and Services, Senate Bill No. 2488 and 
House Bill No. 6768, available at: <http://legacy.senate.gov.ph/lis/bill res.aspx?congress=18&q=SBN-2488> and 
<https://hrep-website.s3.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/legisdocs/third 18/HBT6768.pdf>, respectively. The 
House of Representatives adopted the Senate version as an amendment to HB No. 6768 on 02 February 2022.  
For details on what the Act covers, see: Opening Statement by Mr Benjamin E Diokno, Governor of Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP, the central bank of the Philippines), during the Senate Deliberation on the Proposed 
Financial Consumer Protection Act, Manila, 16 January 2022, in Central Banker͛s Speeches, published by the Bank 
for International Settlements (BIS), 21 January, 2022, available at <https://www.bis.org/review/r220121b.htm>. 
34 Effective: 30 December, 2011. For details on the provisions contained in the Act, see: Implementation of the 
Financial Consumer Protection Act in Taiwan, issued by the Central Bank of China (CBC), available at: 
<https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiBt7eq4tP2AhW Sm
wGHYknCAEQFnoECD0QAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.gov.tw%2Fen%2Fdl-9693-
828d7a8e5b6643c690e3dcec391a34d8.html&usg=AOvVaw1I4u3mxNiD1P0WxQLSQZoP>. 
35 ͚People͛s Bank of China Financial Consumer Rights and Interests Protection Implementation Measures,͛ Order 
No 5 [2020] (issued on 18 September), effective 1 November, 2020, available in English at 
<http://www.pbc.gov.cn/en/3688253/3689009/3788480/4121916/2020110615170136365.pdf>.  
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porridge to work out which one or ones of these provisions apply 
even though it is likely that the end result will be the same?36 

5.2. Examples from other jurisdictions indicate that a comprehensive statute, providing 
for consumer protection, and requiring good conduct in the market by regulated 
entities, can be drafted in plain (stark) English. 

5.2.1. The South African Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill (CoFI) is one such 
example (and is attached as an Annexure to this submission). 

5.3. Legislation drafted in accordance with the principles of ͚plain-English͛ (or, where 
appropriate, what Godwin describes as ͚stark language͛,37 that is to say, language 
that is direct and unambiguous38) would be preferable, in that it would enable 
consumers to read the legislation, understand its provisions, and in so doing, their 
rights and obligations. 

5.4. It is respectfully submitted that an 18-year-old consumer, having completed 
secondary schooling (year 12), with average English-language proficiency and 
understanding of financial services, should serve as the target by which the 
accessibility of the legislation is measured.39 

The ordinary person of ordinary intelligence and education 
>VKRXOG@ KDYH D UHDVRQDEOH H[SHFWDWLRQ RI XQGHUVWDQGLQJ «
legislation and of getting the answers to the questions he or she 
has. This is of critical importance.40 

5.5. Set against that, Hunt asserts as follows: 

The language of our legislation cannot be reduced to baby talk for 
consumption by the masses.41  

Professor Bates¶ has suggested that drafting in plain language is 
subject to at least two fundamental constraints ± the first being 
that language is not plain, as a word may well have a number of 
meanings. So, for example, µattend¶ cannot be replaced by µturn 
up¶, µnotify¶ cannot become µtell¶ etc. The second constraint which 
he identifies is the actual nature of legislation itself, saying that: 

 
36 Rares, J, Wingecarribee Shire Council v Lehman Brothers Australia Ltd (in liq), [2012] FCA 1028 (21 September 
2012), at § 948. 
37 Godwin, Andrew, (2009) ͚The Lehman Minibonds Crisis in Hong Kong: Lessons for Plain Language Risk 
Disclosure,͛ The University of New South Wales Law Journal, 32(2), at 547. 
38 Ibid., at 579. 
39 See also: Background Paper FSL2, op cit., at § 132. 
40 Murphy, D., (July 1995) ͚ Plain Language in a Legislative Drafting Office,͛ (Clarity 33, London), at 5, cited in Hunt, 
Brian, (2002) ͚Plain language in legislative drafting: Is it really the answer,͛ 23(1), Statute Law Review 24, at 28. 
41 Hunt, op cit., 44. 
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µStatutes impose rights and obligations and the public is entitled 
to expect those rights and obligations to be stated precisely¶.42 

It is my respectful submission that this is incorrect, particularly in respect of 
principles-based and outcomes-determined legislation; such legislation should 
remain high-level, and express broad principles, framed as a positive duty. My view 
is that plain/stark language can be achieved when drafting such provisions ʹ in 
language which is intelligible to the lay consumer. Indeed, and in respect of that type 
of legislation, it is my view that if plain/stark language is proving difficult to achieve, 
drafters need to, to put it simply, try harder. 

[...] It is no criticism that Plain English cannot be precisely, 
mathematically defined. Neither can µreasonable doubt¶ or µgood 
cause¶.43 

5.6. It is my respectful submission that the example below, found in s 26 of the South 
African Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill, is a good example of what can be 
achieved in pursuit of plain/stark language, even in the face of a potentially complex 
subject-matter: 

26. (1) When providing financial products and financial services, 
a financial institution or a representative must ensure that the 
products and services are²  

a) appropriate for targeted or impacted financial customers; 
b) provided in a manner that is as objective44 as possible; and 
c) provided in a manner that supports the delivery of 

appropriate financial products and financial instruments to 
those financial customers.  

(2) A financial institution must ensure that its financial customers 
are provided with financial products and financial services, as the 
case may be, that perform as that institution has led its financial 
customers to expect, through the information, representations 
and advertising provided by or on behalf of the institution to those 
financial customers.  

(3) If a financial institution identifies circumstances that give rise 
to the material risk of a financial product or financial service being 
unsuitable for targeted financial customers, of financial products 
or financial services not performing as financial customers of 
those products and services were led to expect, or any other 

 
42 Citing, T. St J.N. Bates, ͚Drafting for the User of Legislation͛ published in R.C. Bergeron (ed.), (1999) Essays on 
Legislative Drafting, Ottawa, at 78, in Hunt, op cit., at 117. 
43 Kimble, Joseph, (1992) ͚Plain English: A charter for clear writing,͛ Thomas M. Cooley Law Review, 9, at 14. 
44 This provision raises questions as to how such a stricture would be evidenced, which will be addressed in a 
subsequent submission addressing Treating Customers Fairly (TCF). This submission is concerned only with 
supporting consumers to find the relevant provisions, and once found, to understanding those provisions. 
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unfair outcomes to its financial customers, it must take remedial 
action to reasonably mitigate the risk.  

(4) A financial institution must ensure that²  

a) where applicable, the personnel responsible for the design 
of financial products or development of financial services 
possess the necessary skills, knowledge and expertise to 
fulfil their functions; and 

b) a new financial product or financial service, or any material 
variation of an existing financial product or financial 
service, is internally approved, and in accordance with any 
requirements prescribed relating to the approval of new 
financial products or financial services, before the financial 
product or financial service is marketed or offered to 
financial customers. 

5.7. In analysing the advantages presented by the manner in which s 26 (at 5.6 above) is 
drafted, we present first an analysis of s 1012C of the Corporations Act: ͚Obligation 
to give Product Disclosure Statement--offers related to sale of financial products.͛  

5.7.1. To that end, there are many different linguistic features that make meaning 
easily understood by a reader, as well as many that obfuscate meaning. What 
this exercise turns on is lexical density, which refers to the amount of meaning 
packed into an instance of language.45 Where the lexical density is too high,46 
meaning is difficult to decode, and the language used can lock people out of 
being able to understand. Looking at the language used, and examining it across 
a range of linguistic features, can ensure that meaning is clear and accessible for 
most people. For the purposes of this exercise, we will focus on just a few 
linguistic features which are salient in this context. These include: 

5.7.1.1. Technicality - which refers to the ways words have technical meanings 
in particular fields, and how those outside the field may not have access to 
those meanings. Too much technicality in a text can increase the lexical 
density (the amount of meaning packed into any instance of language) to 
the extent that readers cannot easily decode it.47  

5.7.1.2. Nominalisation/abstraction ʹ which refers to turning words that are 
not nouns into nouns. For example, the verb ͚obligate͛ can be turned into 
the noun ͚obligation͛. Turning things into nouns is a feature of bureaucratic 
and legal discourse,48 and enables us to talk and write about processes and 

 
45 Halliday, M.A.K., (1985) Spoken and written language, Melbourne: Deakin University Press. 
46 See also: Background Paper FSL2, op cit., at § 89. 
47 Halliday, M.A.K. and J.R. Martin (eds) (1993) Writing Science: Literacy and Discursive Power, Bristol/London: 
The Falmer Press, at 180-182. 
48 Iedema, R., (2006) Discourses of post-bureaucratic organization, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; 
Halliday and Martin, op cit., at 162, 233, 292. 
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qualities as things, as well as remove the people. For example, you could 
say: 

a regulated person is obliged to give another person a product 
disclosure statement. 

This construes events in a clear and straightforward way, where a person is 
doing something for another person. Or you could say: 

«DQ REOLJDWLRQ RQ D UHJXODWHG SHUVRQ WR JLYH DQRWKHU SHUVRQ D
Product Disclosure Statement. 

The second way turns the action of a person doing something for someone 
else into the nominalised abstraction of ͚ĂŶ ŽďůŝŐĂƚŝŽŶ͙͛͘. This makes the 
meaning more difficult to understand, and the more of these there are, the 
more the difficulty in meaning is compounded.49 

5.7.1.3. Sentence structure ʹ a simple sentence has one clause in it, for 
example: ͚The cat sat on the mat.͛ A complex sentence has more than one 
clause in it, such as ͚The cat sat on the mat // and so did the dog.͛ Typically, 
in a sentence in English, there is a noun group at the beginning (The cat), a 
verbal group following (sat/did) and some other noun group (the dog) or 
phases of time, place, manner etc (on the mat). Where sentences have 
many clauses in them, the meaning can be difficult to extract. 

5.7.1.4. Complex noun groups ʹ noun groups are the ͚things͛ in texts. They can 
be short and concrete like ͚the cat͛ and ͚the mat͛ or they can be long and 
complex like: 

« VLWXDWLRQV LQ ZKLFK DQ RIIHU UHODWLQJ WR WKH VDOH RI D ILQDQFLDO
product gives rise to an obligation on a regulated person to give 
another person a Product Disclosure Statement for the product. 

Each noun group has a Head ʹ which is the main noun in the group. In the 
mat, ͚ mat͛ is the Head. Words can come before the Head noun, such as ͚the͛ 
in ͚the mat͛ and after the noun, such as if we add: ͚I bought yesterday͛ to 
͚the mat͛ (ie The cat sat on the mat that I bought yesterday). In concrete 
noun groups like these, the meaning is clearly retrievable, but in a noun 
group like the above from the legal context, ͚situations͛ is the Head noun 
and everything after that is the post-modification of that one Head noun. 

 

 
49 Halliday and Martin, op cit., at 30-31. 
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5.7.2. We will now unpack what is contained in 5.7.1.4 above, in its sentence, across 
a couple of tables to see why a sentence like this is impenetrable to the average 
person. (Note that single square brackets [ ] denote a phrase, and double square 
brackets [[ ]] denote a clause, as embedded inside a noun group): 

This section sets out 

situations [in which an offer [[relating to the sale [of 
a financial product] ]] gives rise to an obligation [on 

a regulated person] [[to give another person a Product 
Disclosure Statement [for the product] ]] ]. 

Noun group Verbal group Noun group 

5.7.3. In theory, this sentence has a simple structure, not dissimilar to ͚The cat sat on 
the mat that I bought yesterday.͛ However, the second noun group here is very 
long, with many embedded phrases and clauses, such that the meaning is 
obfuscated. Specifically, everything that comes after ͚situations͛, describes 
situations, yet each of these ͚things͛ (͚situations͛, ͚offer͛, ͚obligation͛) has their 
own post-modifications, which include both phrases and clauses: 

situations 
[in which an offer relating to the sale of a financial product gives rise to an 

obligation on a regulated person to give another person a Product Disclosure 
Statement for the product.] 

Head noun Post-modification 

in which 

an offer relating to the sale of a financial product 

Pre-modification Head noun Post-modification 

 

the sale of a financial product 

Pre-modification Head noun Post-modification 

gives rise to 

an obligation on a regulated person 

Pre-modification Head noun Post-modification 

to give 

another person 

Pre-modification Head noun 
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a Product Disclosure  Statement 

Pre-modification Head noun 

for 

the product 

Pre-modification Head noun 

5.7.4. As can be seen by breaking down this second noun group into its sub-groups, 
phrases and clauses, there is nothing simple about understanding the meaning 
of ͚situations͛ here. Explaining the type of ͚situations͛ involves the reader being 
able to decode six noun groups, layered inside two prepositional phrases, and 
two clauses. This is too difficult for the average person to compute, let alone the 
inclusion of the technical terminology (financial product, regulated person, 
product disclosure statement) and the abstractions (obligation, disclosure). And 
this is just one sentence. If we were to look at other sentences, we would find 
similar patterns ʹ  they are very long, with chains of clauses making one sentence, 
as well as many embedded clauses and phrases. They also contain a proliferation 
of technical terms and abstractions, which in combination with long, complex 
sentences, make meaning very difficult to retrieve, unless you are an insider, ie 
a lawyer. 

5.7.5. Now we will examine the first few sentences of the South African Conduct of 
Financial Institutions Bill (5.6 above). We will see that, while it is somewhat easier 
to understand, it could still have its readability improved.  

5.7.5.1. First, it has very little abstraction, and the technicality is repeated: 
financial x and financial y, making the meaning quite clear. However, a close 
examination of its sentence structure sees some improvement, but more is 
needed. 

26. (1) When providing financial products and financial services, 
a financial institution or a representative must ensure that the 
products and services are² 

While this one sentence begins at ͚When͛, and finishes 6 lines later at the 
full stop, it is nonetheless easier to understand than the former examples 
from the Corporations Act. Even though there are many clauses, the first 
part has two clauses with a Doer ʹ ie there is no nominalisation/abstraction: 
a financial institution or a representative is doing the ensuring, in the 
following two-part clause structure: 

Clause 1: 
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When providing financial products and financial services 

connector 
(temporal) verb noun group (made up of two noun groups joined by and) 

Clause 2: 

a financial institution or a representative must ensure 

Noun group (made up of two noun groups joined by or) verbal group 

It is the next clauses that are more complicated, because they list three long 
items that define products and services, though the lettering is helpful in 
breaking the meaning into chunks: 

that the products and services are² 

a) appropriate for targeted or impacted 
financial customers; 

b) provided in a manner that is as objective as 
possible; and 

c) provided in a manner that supports the 
delivery of appropriate financial products and 

financial instruments to those financial 
customers 

 noun group (made up of two 
noun groups joined by and) verb complex participant with three attributes/sub-

clauses 

Each of these parts are, in fact, relatively simple clauses: 

the products and services are² a) appropriate [for targeted or impacted financial 
customers]; 

noun group (made up of two 
noun groups joined by and) verb participant with one attribute and one phrase (who 

for?) 

followed by: 

the products and services are² b) provided in a manner [[that is as objective as 
possible]]; 

noun group (made up of two 
noun groups joined by and) verbal group 

phrase of manner (how?) with 
preposition (in) + noun group (a manner 

[[that is as objective as possible]]) 

followed by: 

the products 
and services are² b) provided 

in a manner [[that supports the delivery of 
appropriate financial products and financial 
instruments [to those financial customers] ]]. 
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noun group 
(made up of two 

noun groups 
joined by and) 

verbal group 

phrase of manner (how?) with preposition (in) + noun 
group (a manner [[that supports the delivery of 

appropriate financial products and financial 
instruments [to those financial customers] ]] ). 

*with the caveat that the third clause finishes with a long and complex noun 
group that has 3 layers of meaning to decode: 

Layer 1: 

the delivery of appropriate financial products and financial 
instruments [to those financial customers]. 

pre-modification Head noun post-modification (preposition (of) + noun group (see 
below)) 

Layer 2: 

appropriate financial products and instruments [to those financial customers]. 

pre-modification Head noun post-modification (preposition (to) + 
noun group (those financial customers) ) 

Layer 3: 

those  financial customers 

pre-modification Head noun 

Layer (2) is a somewhat more complicated with a number of points in it 
across a number of clauses and phrases: 

Clause 1: 

A financial institution must ensure 

noun group verbal group 

Clause 2: 

that its financial 
customers 

are provided  with financial products and financial services 

 noun group verbal group prepositional phrase of accompaniment (what with?), 
preposition (with) + 2-part noun group joined by and 

(financial products and financial services) 

Note that the third element in clause 2 (with financial products and financial 
services) is interrupted by clause 3 (as the case may be): 
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Clause 3: 

as the case may be  

connector - cause noun group verbal group 

with its meaning continuing after that, which if we move the interruption, 
is really the following: 

financial products and 
services 

[[that perform [[as that institution has led its financial 
customers [[to expect]] ]], [through the information, 

representations and advertising [[provided by or on behalf 
of the institution [to those financial customers.] ]] ]]  

pre-modification Head noun 
(a+b) 

post-modification 

With the post-modification being a very long and complex unit of meaning, 
comprising a clause with three embedded clauses (denoted by the double 
brackets [[ ]]), and two embedded phrases (denoted by the single brackets 
[ ]). This could be simplified by breaking this up into shorter clauses and 
sentences, and by putting some of the people who do the jobs being 
described back into the text. That way the sentences have the structure of 
a noun group, verbal group or prepositional phrase, as follows (new 
additions in bold): 

(2) A financial institution must ensure that its financial customers 
are provided with financial products and financial services. These 
services must perform as according to the way that that 
institution has led its financial customers to expect. These 
expectations should be met through the information, 
representations and advertising that the institution or someone 
representing the institution has provided by or on behalf of the 
institution to those financial customers. 

To demonstrate this more simplified structure, we take the second and 
third rewritten sentences: 

These services must perform according to the way [[that that institution has led its 
financial customers to expect]] 

noun group verbal group prepositional phrase of angle (according to 
what/whom?) 
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These 
expectations 

should be met through the information, representations and advertising 
[[that the institution or someone representing the institution 

has provided to those financial customers]]. 

noun group noun group prepositional phrase of manner (how?) 

 

5.8. At this point the distinctions between ͚plain English͛50 and ͚stark language͛ should be 
addressed, as well as their relative advantages: plain English is defined as: 

Plain English is clear, straightforward expression, using only as 
many words as are necessary. It is language that avoids 
obscurity, inflated vocabulary and convoluted sentence 
construction. It is not baby talk, nor is it a simplified version of the 
English language. Writers of plain English let their audience 
concentrate on the message instead of being distracted by 
complicated language. They make sure that their audience 
understands the message easily.51 

and further: 

It¶s not µcat sat on the mat¶ or µJanet and John¶ writing. Almost 
anything - from leaflets and letters to legal documents - can be 
written in plain English without being patronising or 
oversimplified.52 

It doesn¶t mean reducing the length of your message or changing 
its meaning. Most of the UK¶s biggest insurance companies 
produce policies that explain everything fully in plain English. 

It¶s not about banning new words, killing off long words or 
promoting completely perfect grammar. Nor is it about letting 
grammar slip. 

It is not an amateur¶s method of communication. Most forward-
looking senior managers always write in plain English. 

And finally, it is not as easy as we would like to think.53 

5.8.1. Set against this is Godwin͛s view in support of ͚stark language͛:54 

 
50 See also: Background Paper FSL2, op cit., at § 134. 
51 Plain Language Action and Information Network, United States Government, accessed: 5 March, 2022, 
available at https://www.plainlanguage.gov/about/definitions/short-definition/. 
52 See also: Background Paper FSL2, op cit., at § 133. 
53 All five quoted paragraphs from: Plain English Campaign (2022), accessed: 5 March, 2022, available at 
http://www.plainenglish.co.uk/how-to-write-in-plain-english.html.  
54 Godwin, op cit., 552. 
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In other words, even though plain language enhances readability 
and is an important part of improving financial literacy, it does not 
guarantee understanding for people who do not have the relevant 
level of financial literacy. 

and further: 

Another weakness with the plain language approach is the use of 
the term µplain language¶ and the implicit assumptions that it 
involves; namely, if something has been expressed in accordance 
with plain language principles, the meaning will be clear. In this 
writer¶s view, this has led to a situation where drafters are often 
more intent on implementing the steps and techniques 
recommended by the plain language experts than on reviewing 
the result to determine whether the objectives of plain language 
have in fact been achieved.55 

5.9. Put differently, plain language, while a commendable goal, and one which the authors 
support, can be developed further, with stark language ʹ that is to say, plain language 
that focuses not just on being plain, but more importantly, on conveying the message 
ʹ is, in our respectful submission, an even more commendable goal. The techniques 
deployed by linguists may be highly beneficial, therefore, to the ultimate 
recommendations which this Inquiry may make. 

5.10. From here the adoption of other measures in support of accessibility could be 
deployed ʹ measures so prosaic in nature that ordinarily they would not bear 
mentioning ʹ  but regrettably in this case are. They include the use of definitions, their 
location, the use of delegated legislation, and modifications which cannot easily be 
located. 

5.10.1. Definitions should be consistent. Inconsistency leads to confusion and, makes 
it more difficult for consumers to know their rights and obligations. 

5.10.2. Definitions should be located in one place, for the same reasons. 

5.10.3. Delegated legislation should not contradict provisions in the Act. To allow 
delegated legislation do so serves to undermine what the Act purports to do. 

5.10.4. Modifications of schedules of regulations to the Act made by ASIC which are 
difficult to locate have the effect of making the law inaccessible, or worse, 
unknowable.  

 

 
55 Ibid., 553. 
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6. Coherently organised 
 

6.1. Cognisant that a new legislative regime would be used by regulated entities, 
professional advisors and consumers, this submission respectfully submits that 
supporting consumers in their use of the legislation, and supporting them to know 
and understand their rights, should be the Commission͛s primary consideration. The 
reasons for which include the following: 

6.1.1. the financial industry operates subject to a ͚social licence͛. This is borne from 
the fact that in times of financial crises taxpayers (through the Fiscus) underwrite 
financial industry liabilities (principally banks). Consequently, the financial 
industry ought to serve the society in which it operates, not the other way 
around; 

6.1.2. regulated entities are established and operated to serve their customers and 
potential customers; 

6.1.3. consumers suffer a power disparity ʹ at times significant ʹ when contracting 
with financial industry firms; 

6.1.4. consumers do not enjoy the resources available to financial industry firms ʹ 
especially large ones ʹ to avail themselves of professional advice when seeking 
to understand and uphold their rights; 

6.1.5. financial industry firms have misused their power in this respect, and have 
abused consumers͛ rights, and done so for an extended period of time, and at 
scale.56 

6.2. The disorganised and impenetrable nature of the Corporations Act has been 
identified as a culprit in the findings of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into 
Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry (hereafter 
FSRC).57 

Beyond these steps, the task of simplification grows harder and 
will take much longer. But it is harder, and will take longer, 
because the law is now spread over so many different Acts and 
is as complex as it is. That is, the very size of the task shows why 
it must be tackled.58  

 
56 Culminating in the establishment of the 2018 FSRC. 
57 See also: Government of the Commonwealth of Australia in its Australian Law Reform Commission, (October 
2021), ͚Legislative Framework for Corporations and Financial Services Regulation. Improving the Navigability of 
Legislation,͛ Background Paper FSL3, at § 2. 
58 FSRC Final Report, op cit., at 493. 
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6.3. Consumers will be supported in their efforts to find the relevant provisions in the 
legislation59 if, in addition to the legislation being stand-alone, it is drafted in a 
manner which takes account of presentation, structure, hierarchy and navigability.60 
That may include not only language (͚stark language͛) but also use of white space, 
font size, density of text, organisation of provisions and, it is respectfully submitted, 
numbering.  

The five canons of rhetorics, as identified by the philosopher 
Cicero« are still important in plain language work«
arrangement relates to structure and organisation, and the 
effective sequencing of information in a text¶s structure 
according to the purpose of the text; style relates to expression 
(including word choice), sentence construction and length, and 
tone; delivery originally related principally to the verbal 
presentation of discourse, but in recent times it also relates 
to design issues such as typography, layout and other visual 
elements« >HPSKDVLV DGGHG@�61 

Once again, the South African Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill is instructive, 
screen-shots of which are attached below: 

  

 
59 See also: Background Paper FSL3, ibid., at § 6/7. 
60 See also: Background Paper FSL2, op cit., at § 70. 
61 Cornelius, Eleanor, (2015), ͚Defining ͚plain language͛ in contemporary South Africa,͛ Stellenbosch Papers in 
Linguistics, 44, 1-18, at 2. 

   45 

 

(2) Before, during and after the conclusion of a contract of 

engagement or agreement for the provision of a financial product, a financial service, or 

the participation in a product, a financial customer must be given adequate, clear and 

accurate information, and be kept appropriately informed, to place the financial 

customer in a position to make informed decisions regarding the financial product or 

financial service. 

 

Advertising 

 

30. (1) A financial institution must, prior to publishing advertising material, 

take reasonable measures to ensure that the information provided in the advertising 

material complies with this Chapter and conduct standards prescribed for the purposes 

of implementing this Chapter. 

(2) A financial inst tution must at all times ensure that any publication 

of advertising material which relates to its business, activities, financial products or 

financial services, that another person publishes on behalf of the financial institution, or 

of which the financial inst tution is aware or ought to be aware, complies with this 

Chapter and conduct standards prescribed for the purposes of implementing this 

Chapter. 

(3) A financial institution remains responsible for the manner in which a 

financial product or a financial service rendered by it is promoted or marketed, even 

where the financial institution re ies on another person to promote or market the 

financial product, instrument or service on its behalf. 

(4) Advertising material of a financial institution must  

(a)  comply with section 29(1); and 

   46 

 

(b) be appropriate to the needs and reasonably assumed level of 

knowledge of the financial customers at whom it is targeted.  

 

Disclosure 

 

31. (1) Before, during and after the conclusion of a contract for the 

provision of a financial product or a financial service, a financial institution must make a 

financial customer aware of a l relevant facts that could reasonably be expected to 

influence the financial customer s decisions relating to the financial product or financial 

service, including, in relation to a retail financial customer,  

(a) benefits and risks in relation to the financial product or financial service; 

(b) all costs to the financial customer in relation to the supply of that product or 

service;  

(c) contractual obligations on the financial customer and the financial institution; 

(d) consequences for each party should there be a breach of contract; and  

(e) recourse options for the financial customer in the case of a dispute with the 

financial institution, or a related party or representative in relation to its supply of 

a financial product or financial service. 

(2) A financial institution must make disclosures to financial customers 

that  

(a)  use language that is clear, plain and unambiguous, and is appropriate for the 

target market;  

(b) are adequate, appropriate, timely, relevant and complete; 

(c) are factually correct and not misleading or deceptive; 
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6.4. In respect of numbering, it is respectfully submitted that regard be had to 
mnemonics. So, for example, if the Commission resolves to frame its 
recommendations for new legislation around the six norms of behaviour provided by 
Commissioner Hayne in the FSRC Final Report, or around the six pillars of TCF, then it 
may support consumers to locate those six core principles of conduct, if they were to 
be provided in section six of a new piece of legislation. Doing so would provide an 
easy-to-remember mnemonic: my six core rights in s 6, or my six for six rights.62 

As far as possible, legislation governing financial services entities 
should identify expressly what fundamental norms of behaviour 
are being pursued when particular and detailed rules are made 
about a particular subject matter.63 

6.5. Doubtless within a short space of time a simple web search through Google, phrased 
as ͚what are my 6 for 6 rights?͛ would present results pointing to the relevant 
legislation. 

6.6. The placement of core provisions taking account of mnemonics would facilitate 
informing consumers of this development. By some estimates, in excess of 99 per 
cent of the Australian population, over the age of 14, have bank accounts.64 Banks in 
turn are required to keep contact details for their customers which would include 
mobile phone numbers and/or email addresses. That alone would enable a virtually 
cost-free method by which to contact consumers to inform them of revisions to, or 
any new, rights upon which they can lay claim (such as those that may flow from the 
Commission͛s recommendations). If, in addition to those methods, other virtually 
cost-free methods were deployed by which to inform consumers of their rights 
(banners at the top of web pages or smartphone apps, notices printed at the bottom 
of paper statements and other forms of correspondence), then within a short space 
of time (a week?), potentially the majority of financial consumers in Australia would 
be informed of their rights, applicable to them as financial consumers. This in turn 
would lead to better informed consumers, and provide a more informed and robust 
basis upon which consumers can engage with, and be served by, financial services 
firms. 

 
62 See also: Background Paper FSL2, op cit., at § 130; Background Paper FSL3, op cit., at § 83, citing Thring: 
͞suggested stating the law first and then how the law was to be administered͟. Deployment of a mnemonic aids 
to render a phrase iconic. Examples abound, such as slip, slop, slap. That phrase has not only deeply penetrated 
the community͛s collective consciousness, its underlying meaning (combatting the carcinogenic effects of 
sunlight), is also well understood. We argue that my six for six rights could, similarly, become iconic, and aid 
financial consumers to remember where to find their fundamental rights, as well as aid them to understand that 
their rights rest on six, core notions. 
63 FSRC Final Report, op cit., at 42. 
64 Citing World Bank data: Anon., (2022), ͚Australia: Percent people with bank accounts,͛ 
TheGlobalEconomy.com, accessed 12 March 2022, available at: 
<https://www.theglobaleconomy.com/Australia/percent people bank accounts/>.  
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6.7. That in turn would empower consumers and, arguably, support them in future to 
mitigate the harm visited upon consumers by sustained and wide-spread industry 
misconduct. 

7. Revolving Door 
 

7.1. One, final recommendation, which this submission seeks respectfully to make, is that 
this Inquiry should take the opportunity to propose legislative reforms which will 
close the ͚revolving door͛ (a feature of regulatory capture).65 The revolving door is the 
phenomenon by which regulators ͚revolve͛ to regulated entities ʹ that is to say are 
employed by the same entities which they formerly regulated as regulators. There is 
substantial international evidence to support the contention that this practice 
undermines ʹ indeed hollows-out ʹ regulator efficacy.66  

7.2. It does so by allowing regulated entities to lobby regulators directly. They do so 
through the connections that exist between former regulator staffers, subsequently 
employed by a regulated entity, and their erstwhile colleagues still employed by the 
regulator, in order to encourage the latter to forbear in their enforcement activities.  

7.3. It also allows for the introduction of conflicts of interest while individuals are still 
employed by the regulator, in that it has been observed to encourage individuals 
within the regulator to go soft in their enforcement activities against particular 
regulatees. They do so in the expectation of rewards in the form of lucrative positions 
being made available to them in the regulatee, after their departure from the 
regulator.67 

7.4. It has also been observed that regulatees encourage this practice by signalling to 
regulator staffers that such rewards are available in future, for favours done now. 

7.5. As a result, in various jurisdictions, legislation has been enacted to shut the revolving 
door.68 In South Korea this has taken the form of prohibiting a regulator͛s personnel 

 
65 See further: Mazzola, P, (forthcoming April 2022), Countdown to the Global Financial Crisis: A Story of Power 
and Greed, Cambridge Scholars, chapter 11. 
66 See: Schmulow, Andrew, Karen Fairweather, and John Tarrant, (1 February 2019) ͚Restoring Confidence in 
Consumer Financial Protection Regulation in Australia: A Sisyphean Task?,͛ Federal Law Review 47, no. 1, 91, at 
5, 6, 13, 19. 
67 See: Schmulow, Andrew, Paul Mazzola, and Daniel de Zilva, (25 September 2021) ͚Twin Peaks 2.0: Avoiding 
Influence over an Australian Financial Regulator Assessment Authority,͛ Federal Law Review 49, no. 4, 505, at 
509-10, 516, 518, 519-20. See also: Sen. Elizabeth Warren: ͚Goldman Sachs gave Gary Cohn a ͚pre-bribe͛ when 
he went to Trump admin.,͛ available at <https://youtu.be/CZErQ12y4t8>, in which she asserts that Goldman 
Sachs gifted its former executive USD 250 million as a ͚pre-bribe͛ before he became Director of the National 
Economic Council in the Trump Administration. Within the first quarter of his tenure, he successfully proposed 
tax relief measures which, by Senator Warren͛s estimates, saved his former employer in excess of USD$250 
million.  
68 See for example: the South Korean Public Service Ethics Act, No. 3250, 31 December 1981 (S Kor) (as amended). 
For a discussion on this, see: Youkyung Huh and Hongjoo Jung, (2021) ͚Regulatory Structure and the Revolving 
Door Phenomenon in South Korea: Evidence from the 2011 Savings Bank Crisis͕͛ in Godwin, Andrew, and Andrew 
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from working in a regulated entity for a period of three years after leaving the 
regulator. 

7.6. Moves are afoot69 in the European Parliament to shut the revolving door there, in 
particular in light of the scandal involving the recapitalisation of Banca Monte dei 
Paschi di Siena SpA70 by the ECB President Mario Draghi. 

7.7. Shutting the revolving door, it is respectfully submitted, would improve regulator 
efficacy by removing this potential conflict of interest. 

  

 
Schmulow, eds. The Cambridge Handbook of Twin Peaks Financial Regulation. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press. 
69 Roundtable discussion with selected EU MEPS on 26 April, 2022, under the leadership of Signora Sabrina 
Pignodeli, representing Castelnovo ne͛ Monti, to which the lead author has been invited to deliver research 
findings. 
70 Elisa Martinuzzi, (1 July, 2019) ͚What the ECB Didn͛t Say About Monte Paschi͛s Bailout,͛ in ͚Opinion͛, 
Bloomberg, available at <https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-opinion-monte-paschi/>. 
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Appendix B 

Financial Sector Conduct Authority Banking Standard 


















































